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Abstract
Typical object detectors trained on images perform poorly on video, as there is a
clear distinction in domain between the two types of data. In this paper, we tackle
the problem of adapting object detectors learned from images to work well on
videos. We treat the problem as one of unsupervised domain adaptation, in which
we are given labeled data from the source domain (image), but only unlabeled
data from the target domain (video). Our approach, self-paced domain adaptation,
seeks to iteratively adapt the detector by re-training the detector with automatically discovered target domain examples, starting with the easiest first. At each
iteration, the algorithm adapts by considering an increased number of target domain examples, and a decreased number of source domain examples. To discover
target domain examples from the vast amount of video data, we introduce a simple, robust approach that scores trajectory tracks instead of bounding boxes. We
also show how rich and expressive features specific to the target domain can be
incorporated under the same framework. We show promising results on the 2011
TRECVID Multimedia Event Detection [1] and LabelMe Video [2] datasets that
illustrate the benefit of our approach to adapt object detectors to video.
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Introduction

Following recent advances in learning algorithms and robust feature representations, tasks in video
understanding have shifted from classifying simple motions and actions [3, 4] to detecting complex
events and activities in Internet videos [1,5,6]. Detecting complex events is a difficult task, requiring
probabilistic models that can understand the semantics of what is occuring in the video. Because
many events are characterized by key objects and their interactions, it is imperative to have robust
object detectors that can provide accurate detections. In this paper, we focus on the problem of
detecting objects in complex Internet videos. It is difficult to obtain labeled objects in these types of
videos because of the large number of frames, and the fact that objects may not appear in many of
them. Thus, a common approach is to train object detectors from labeled images, which are widely
available. However, as seen in Figure 1, the domain of images and videos is quite different, as it is
often the case that images of objects are taken in controlled settings that differ greatly from where
they appear in real-world situations, as seen in video. Thus, we cannot typically expect a detector
trained on images to work well in videos.
To adapt object detectors from image to video, we take an incremental, self-paced approach to learn
from the large amounts of unlabeled video data available. We make the assumption that within
our unlabeled video data, there exist instances of our target object. However, we do not assume
that every video has an instance of the object, due to the noise present in Internet videos. We start
by introducing a simple, robust method for discovering examples in the video data using KanadeLucas-Tomasi (KLT) feature tracks [8,9]. Building on the discovered examples, we introduce a novel
formulation for unsupervised domain adaptation that adapts parameters of the detector from image
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Figure 1: Images of the “Skateboard”, “Sewing machine”, and “Sandwich” classes taken from (top
row) ImageNet [7] and (bottom row) TRECVID MED [1] illustrating differences in domain.
to video. This is done by iteratively including examples from the video data into the training set,
while removing examples from the image data based on the difficulty of the examples. We define
easy examples as ones with labels that can be predicted confidently (e.g., high likelihood, large
distance from margin), and thus are more likely to be correct. In addition, it is common to have
discriminative features that are only available in the target domain, which we term target features.
For example, in the video domain, there are contextual features in the spatial and temporal vicinity
of our detected object that we can take advantage of when performing detection. Our approach is
able to incorporate the learning of parameters for these target features into a single objective.

2

Related Work

Most relevant are works that also deal with adapting detectors to video [10–13], but these works
typically deal with a constrained set of videos and limited object classes. The work of [14] deals
with a similar problem, but they adapt detectors from video to image. Our overall method is also
similar to [15], in which we adopt an incremental approach to learn object category models.
Our setting is closely related to the domain adaptation problem, which has been studied extensively
in vision settings. Several previous approaches focus on learning feature transformations between
domains [16–18]. More similar to our method are approaches based on optimizing Support Vector
Machine (SVM) related objectives [19–24] or joint cost functions [25], that treat the features as fixed
and seek to adapt parameters of the classifier from source to target domain. However, with the exception of [18, 25], previous works deal with supervised or semi-supervised domain adaptation, which
require labeled data in the target domain to generate associations between the source and target domains. In our setting, unsupervised domain adaptation, the target domain examples are unlabeled,
and we must simultaneously discover and label examples in addition to learning parameters.
The objective we optimize to learn our detector draws inspiration from [26–28], in which we include
and exclude the loss of certain examples using binary-valued indicator variables. Although our formulation is similar to [27, 28], our method is iterative and anneals weights that govern the number
of examples to use, which is similar to the idea of self-paced learning [26], where a single weight
is decreased to eventually include the loss of all examples in the objective. However, our method is
different from [26] in that we have three sets of weights that govern the source examples, target examples, and target features. The weights are annealed in different directions, giving us the flexibility
to iteratively include examples from the target domain, exclude examples from the source domain,
and include parameters for the target features. In addition, our objective is able to incorporate target
features, which is novel and not considered in [26–28].
Previous works have also considered ideas similar to our target features [29–32]. The work of [29]
considers feature augmentation, but only with observed features common to both domains. Unobserved features in the context of clustering are investigated in [31], but in their setting all examples
are assumed to have the same unobserved features. In [30, 32], features or modalities unseen in
the training data are used to help in testing. However, both works assume there exists relationships
between the seen and unseen features, whereas our target features are completely unrestricted.

3

Our Approach

We begin by providing an overview of our approach to adapting object detectors, as illustrated in
Figure 2, and then elaborate on each of the steps. We assume that we are given a large amount of
unlabeled video data with positive instances of our object class within some of these videos.
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Figure 2: Overview of our algorithm. We start by initializing our detector using image positives and
negatives (Step 1). We then proceed to enter a loop in which we discover the top K video positives
and negatives (Step 2), re-train our detector using these (Step 3), and then update the annealed
parameters of the algorithm (Step 4).
We initialize our detector (Step 1 of Figure 2) by training a classifier on the labeled image positives
and negatives, which we denote by our dataset (hx1 , y1 i, ..., hxn , yn i) with binary class labels yi ∈
{−1, 1}. We consider a common method of learning weights w of a linear classifier:
!
n
X
w = arg min r(w) + C
Loss(xi , yi ; w)
(1)
w

i=1

where r(·) is a regularizer over the weights, Loss(·) is a loss function over the training example,
and C controls the tradeoff between the two.
Our goal then is to discover the top K positive and negative examples from the unlabeled videos,
and to use these examples to help re-train our detector. We do not attempt to discover all instances,
but simply a sufficient quantity to help adapt our detector to the video domain. To discover the
top K video positives and negatives (Step 2 of Figure 2), we utilize the strong prior of temporal
continuity and score trajectory tracks instead of bounding boxes, which we describe in Section 3.1.
Given the discovered examples, we optimize a novel objective inspired by self-paced learning [26]
that simultaneously selects easy examples and trains a new detector (Step 3 of Figure 2). Using this
new detector, we repeat this process of example discovery and detector training until convergence,
as illustrated in Figure 2.
3.1 Discovering Examples in Video
In this step of the algorithm, we are given weights w of an object detector that can be used to
score bounding boxes in video frames. A naive approach would run our detector on frames of
video, taking the highest scoring and lowest scoring bounding boxes as the top K video positives
and negatives. Although reasonable, this method doesn’t take advantage of temporal continuity in
videos. An object that appears in one frame of a video is certain to appear close in neighboring
frames as well. Previous works have shown this intuition to yield good results [10, 12, 13].
Track-based scoring Our key idea is to score trajectory tracks, rather than bounding boxes, as
illustrated in Figure 3. We obtain tracks by running a KLT tracker on our videos, which tracks a
sparse set of features over large periods of time. Because of the large number of unlabeled videos
we have, we elect to extract KLT tracks rather than computing dense tracks using optical flow. Note
that these tracks follow features, and so they may not correspond to centered locations of objects.
For each track, we consider the set of all bounding box placements B around it that intersect with
the track. Each box placement bi ∈ B is associated with a relative coordinate (bxi , byi ) as well as a
score bsi . The relative coordinate (bxi , byi ) is the point within the box (relative to the top-left corner of
the box) that intersects the track. Using this coordinate, we can compute the position of bi at every
point in time along the track. Note that the number of bounding boxes in B is only dependent on
the dimensions of the detector and the scales we search over. The score bsi is computed by pooling
scores of the bounding box along multiple points of the track in time. We use average pooling in
our experiments to be robust to noisy scores. Finally, we associate the track with the bounding box
bmax with the highest score, and use the score bsmax as the score of the track.
After scoring each track in our unlabeled videos, we select the top and bottom few scoring tracks,
and extract bounding boxes from each using the associated box coordinates (bxmax , bymax ) to get our
top K video positives and negatives. The boxes are extracted by sampling frames along the track.
Advantages Compared to the naive approach without tracks, this approach allows us to recover
from false detections with high scores, which are common for weak detectors, as it is less likely that
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Figure 3: For a given KLT track, we consider all bounding box placements that intersect with it,
denoted by the colored rectangular boxes. The purple cross denotes the intersection coordinates
(bxi , byi ) for each box. For each box, we average the scores at each point along the track, and take the
box with the maximum score as the score and associated bounding box coordinates for this track.
there will be multiple false detections with high scores along a KLT track. Similarly, if the detection
scores are consistently high along many points of a track, we can be more confident of the object’s
presence along the track. Hence, we can obtain novel examples of the object from various points
of the track that had low scores, since we know the trajectory should correspond to the object. The
same intuitions hold for true detections with low scores and obtaining negative examples.
3.2

Self-Paced Domain Adaptation

In this step of the algorithm, we are given the discovered top K video positives and negatives, which we denote by the dataset (hz1 , h1 i, ..., hzk , hk i). Together with our original dataset
(hx1 , y1 i, ..., hxn , yn i), we would like to learn a new detector.
A simple method would be to re-train our detector with both datasets using Equation 1. However,
we typically aren’t certain that the labels h are correct, especially in the first iteration when our
detector is trained solely from the image examples. Ideally, we would like to re-train with a set of
easier examples whose labels we are confident of first, and then re-discover video examples with
this new detector. We would also like to stop learning from examples we are unsure of in the image
domain, as they may be the examples most affected by the differences in domain. By repeating
this process, we can avoid bad examples and iteratively refine our set of top K video positives and
negatives before having to train with all of them.
Formulating this intuition, our algorithm selects easier examples to learn from in the discovered
video examples, and simultaneously selects harder examples in the image examples to stop learning
from. An example is difficult if it has a large loss, as we are not confident in its correct label. The
number of examples selected from the video examples and image examples are governed by weights
that will be annealed over iterations (Step 4 of Figure 2).
Basic approach We start by introducing our approach without target features. We introduce binary
variables v1 , ..., vn for the source domain (image) examples, and binary variables u1 , ..., uk for the
target domain (video) examples. A value of 0 indicates that an example is difficult, and so we would
like to remove its loss from consideration in the objective function. To prevent the algorithm from
assigning all examples to be difficult, we introduce parameters K source and K target that control the
number of examples considered from the source and target domain, respectively.
(wt+1 , v t+1 , ut+1 ) = arg min r(w) + C
w,v,u

n
X

vi Loss(xi , yi ; w) +

i=1

−

1
K source

n
X

vi −

i=1

k
X


uj Loss(zj , hj ; w)

j=1

1
K target

k
X

!
uj

(2)

j=1

If K target is large, the algorithm prefers to consider only easy target examples with a small Loss(·),
and the same is true for K source . In the annealing of the weights for the algorithm (Step 4 of
Figure 2), we decrease K target and increase K source to iteratively include more examples from the
target domain and decrease examples from the source domain.
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Similar to self-paced learning [26], we obtain a tight relaxation when allowing the binary variables
v and u to take on any value in the interval [0, 1]. With the choice of r(·) and Loss(·) convex in w,
the problem becomes a bi-convex problem, and can be solved by alternating between (1) solving
for w given v and u, and (2) solving for v and u given w. We refer the reader to [26] for further
intuitions on the binary variables and annealed weights.
Leveraging target features Often, the target domain we are adapting to has additional features we
can take advantage of. At the start, when we’ve only learned from a few examples in our target
domain, we do not wish to rely on these rich and expressive features, as they can easily cause us
to overfit. However, as we iteratively adapt to the target domain and build more confidence in our
detector, we can start utilizing these target features to help with detection. The inclusion of these
features is naturally self-paced as well, and can be easily integrated into our framework.
We assume there are a set of features that are shared between the source and target domains as
φshared , and a set of target domain-only features as φtarget : φ = [φshared φtarget ]. The weights
w we want to learn can now be divided into wshared and wtarget : w = [wshared wtarget ]. Since
the source data doesn’t have φtarget features, we initialize those features to be 0 so that wtarget
doesn’t affect the loss on the source data. The new objective function is formulated as:
(wt+1 , v t+1 , ut+1 ) = arg min r(w) + C
w,v,u

n
X

vi Loss(xi , yi ; w) +

i=1

+

1
K f eat

||wtarget ||1 −

k
X


uj Loss(zj , hj ; w)

j=1

1
K source

n
X
i=1

vi −

1
K target

k
X

!
uj

(3)

j=1

This is similar to Equation 2, with the addition of the L1 norm term K f1eat ||wtarget ||1 . To anneal
the weights for target features, we increase K f eat to iteratively reduce the L1 norm on the target
features so that wtarget can become non-zero. Intuitively, we are forcing the weights w to only use
shared features first, and to consider more target features when we have a better model of the target
domain. The optimization can be solved in the same manner as Equation 2. We can also approximate
the L1 norm term for all target features to be effectively binary, forcing K f eat to be 0 initially and
switching to ∞ at a particular iteration. This amounts to only considering target features after a
certain iteration, and is done in our experiments for more tractable learning.

4

Experiments

We present experimental results for adapting object detectors on the 2011 TRECVID Multimedia
Event Detection (MED) dataset [1] and LabelMe Video [2] dataset. For both, we select a set of
objects which are known to appear in the videos. We used images from ImageNet [7] for the labeled
image data, as there are a large number of diverse categories on ImageNet that correspond well with
the objects that appear in the videos. We evaluate the detection performance of our models with the
measure used in the PASCAL Visual Object Classes challenge [33], and report average precision
(AP) scores for each class. The detection scores are computed on annotated video frames from the
respective video datasets that are disjoint from the unlabeled videos used in the adapting stage.
4.1

Implementation Details

In our experiments, we use object detectors that are rectangular filters over Histogram-of-Gradient
(HOG) features [34]. We use L2 regularization for r(·) and hinge loss for Loss(·), which corresponds to the standard linear SVM formulation. For target features, we use contextual spatial
features. The spatial features are taken to be HOG features bordering the object with dimensions
half the size of the object bounding box. As described previously, we approximate the L1 norm term
to be binary to enable fast training using LIBLINEAR [35] when optimizing for w. This also further
decreases the number of model parameters needed to be searched over.
To isolate the effects of adaptation and better analyze our method, we restrict our experiments to
the setting in which we fix the video negatives, and focus our problem on adapting from the labeled
image positives to the unlabeled video positives. This scenario is realistic and commonly seen, as
we can easily obtain video negatives by sampling from a set of unlabeled or weakly-labeled videos.
5

Table 1: Average Precision (AP) values for detection on the TRECVID MED dataset
Object
InitialBL VideoPosBL Our method(nt) Our method(full) Gopalan et al. [18] (PLS) Gopalan et al. [18] (SVM)
Skateboard
4.29%
2.89%
10.44%
10.44%
0.04%
0.94%
Animal
0.41%
0.40%
0.39%
3.76%
0.16%
0.24%
Tire
11.22%
11.04%
15.54%
15.54%
0.60%
15.52%
Vehicle
4.03%
4.08%
3.57%
3.57%
3.33%
3.16%
Sandwich
10.07%
9.85%
9.45%
12.49%
0.21%
6.68%
Sewing machine 9.76%
9.71%
10.35%
10.35%
0.12%
3.81%
Mean AP
6.63%
6.33%
8.29%
9.36%
0.74%
5.06%

Table 2: Average Precision (AP) values for detection on the LabelMe Video dataset
Object InitialBL VideoPosBL Our method(nt) Our method(full) Gopalan et al. [18] (PLS) Gopalan et al. [18] (SVM)
Car
2.60%
2.13%
2.15%
9.18%
0.34%
1.00%
Boat
0.22%
0.22%
0.22%
0.22%
0.05%
0.32%
Bicycle
19.85%
19.76%
20.27%
20.27%
0.21%
16.32%
Dog
1.74%
2.42%
2.47%
4.75%
0.18%
1.48%
Keyboard 0.41%
0.67%
0.59%
0.59%
0.13%
0.09%
Mean AP 4.96%
5.04%
5.14%
7.00%
0.18%
3.84%

Model parameters In our experiments, we fix the total number of iterations to 5 for tractable training time. For the K target and K source weights, we set values for the first and final iterations, and
linearly interpolate values for the remaining iterations in between. For the K target weight, we estimate the weights so that we start by considering only the video examples that have no loss, and
end with all video examples considered. For the K source weight, we vary the ending weight so
that differing numbers of source examples are left for training at the final iteration. For the target
features, we set the algorithm to allow target features at the midpoint of total iterations. Based on
the number of KLT tracks extracted, we set the top K examples to be between 100 and 500.
Model selection The free model parameters that can be varied are the number of top K examples to
discover, the ending K source weight, and whether or not to use target features. In our results, we perform model selection by comparing the distribution of scores on the discovered video positives. The
distributions are compared between the initial models from iteration 1 for different model parameters to select K and K source , and between the final iteration 5 models for different model parameters
to determine the use of target features. This allows us to evaluate the strength of the initial model
trained on the image positives and video negatives, as well as our final adapted model. We select the
model with the distributions indicating the highest confidence in its classification boundary.
4.2

Baseline Comparisons

InitialBL This baseline is the intial detector trained only on image positives and video negatives.
VideoPosBL This baseline uses the intial detector to discover the top K video positives from the
unlabeled video, then trains with all these examples without iterating. Thus, it incorporates our idea
of discovering video positives by scoring tracks and re-training, but does not use self-paced domain
adaptation for learning weights. It can also be thought of as our method run for one iteration.
Our method(nt) This baseline uses our full method with the exception of target features.
Gopalan et al. This is a state-of-the-art method for unsupervised domain adaptation [18] that models the domain shift in feature space. Since we are not given labels in the target domain, most
previous methods for domain adaptation cannot be applied to our setting. This method samples subspaces along the geodesic between the source and target domains on the Grassman manifold. Using
projections of both source and target data onto the common subspaces, they learn a discriminative
classifier using partial least squares (PLS) with available labels from either domains. We ran their
code using their suggested parameter settings to obtain results for their method on our task. We also
show results for their method using a linear SVM as the classifier to allow for fair comparisons.
4.3

TRECVID MED

The 2011 TRECVID MED dataset [1] consists of a collection of Internet videos collected by the
Linguistic Data Consortium from various Internet video hosting sites. There are a total of 15 complex events, and videos are labeled with either an event class or no label, where an absence of label
indicates the video belongs to no event class. We select 6 object classes to learn object detectors for
because they are commonly present in selected events: “Skateboard”, “Animal”, “Tire”, “Vehicle”,
“Sandwich”, and “Sewing machine”. These objects appear respectively in the events “Attempting a
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Figure 4: Discovered top K video positives using our method for “Sandwich” and “Car”. After
sets of iterations, we show samples of newly discovered video positives (red boxes) that were not
in the set of top K of previous iterations (left, middle columns). We also show bad examples that
were removed from the top K over all iterations (right column). As our model adapts, it is able to
iteratively refine its set of top K video positives. Figure best viewed magnified and in color.
Sandwich

Animal

Tire

Car

Figure 5: Detections for “Sandwich”, “Tire”, “Animal”, and “Car”. Green boxes detections from
our method, red boxes detections from “InitialBL”, blue boxes detections from “VideoPosBL”, and
magenta boxes detections from Gopalan et al.(SVM). Figure best viewed magnified and in color.
board trick”, “Feeding an animal”, “Changing a vehicle tire”, “Getting a vehicle unstuck”, “Making
a sandwich”, and “Working on a sewing project”. The video negatives were randomly sampled from
the videos that were labeled with no event class.
To test our algorithm, we manually annotated approximately 200 frames with bounding boxes of
positive examples for each object, resulting in 1234 annotated frames total from over 500 videos,
giving us a diverse set of situations the objects can appear in. For each object, we use 20 videos
from the associated event as unlabeled video training data. Results are given in Table 1.
4.4

LabelMe Video

LabelMe Video [2] is a database of real-world videos that contains a large set of annotations including object category, shape, motion, and activity information. We use the database of videos that was
introduced in the original paper [2]. There are a large number of objects that are annotated in this
database, and we select the most frequently occuring objects that are not scene parts, resulting in
5 objects: “Car”, “Boat”, “Bicycle”, “Dog”, and “Keyboard”. The video negatives were randomly
sampled from the videos that were not annotated with any of these objects.
We extract more than 200 frames with positive examples for each object class, resulting in a test set
of 1137 images. For each object class, we use the remaining videos that contain the object as the
unlabeled video training data, resulting in around 9 videos per object. Results are given in Table 2.

5

Discussion

From our results in Tables 1 and 2, we can observe similar patterns for most object classes. First,
we note that the “VideoPosBL” baseline typically performs on par with the “InitialBL” baseline,
and rarely does it post a slight gain in performance. This shows that if we discover the top K
video positives and re-train our detector with all of them, we do not obtain consistent gains in
performance. Our method of self-paced domain adaptation is crucial in this case, as we can see
that our full method typically outperforms all other methods by significant margins. As illustrated
in Figure 4, our method is able to add new video positives from iteration to iteration that are good
examples, and remove bad examples at the same time. The method of Gopalan et al. [18] performs
very poorly when used in conjunction with the PLS classifier, but becomes more competitive when
used with an SVM. However, even then their method performs much worse than our method for
nearly all object classes, as it is difficult to model the underlying domain shift in feature space. This
also serves to illustrate the difficulty of our problem, as poor adaptation can lead to results worse than
the baselines. We show visualizations of our detections compared to baseline methods in Figure 5.
Observing the visualizations of the learned weights for the “Tire”, “Car” and “Sandwich” classes
in Figure 6, we see that weights trained with our method exhibit more clearly defined structure
7
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Figure 6: Visualizations of the positive HOG weights learned for three classes for the “InitialBL”
baseline and our method. The spatial context weights are 0 for “InitialBL” because it does not
consider target features, resulting in a black border. Figure best viewed magnified and in color.
than the “InitialBL” baseline. The target features also help performance significantly. By capturing
interesting patterns in the spatial context, difficult objects can become easier to detect in the target
domain. For the “Sandwich” class, we can see circular weights in the spatial context surrounding
the sandwich, suggesting that sandwiches typically appear on plates, and for “Car”, we can clearly
distinguish weights for the road beneath the car object. We observe an average AP gain of 3.93%
for classes that choose models with target features versus no target features. Note that we chose to
use simple spatial context as target features in our models, as they are fast to implement and easily
incorporated. However, we hypothesize that the inclusion of more complex target features such as
temporal movement could help our method achieve even better results.
We observe that for the “Vehicle” and “Keyboard” classes, the “VideoPosBL” baseline performs
better than our full method. Although this is not a common occurrence, it can happen when our
method of self-paced domain adaptation replaces good video positives taken in the first iteration
with bad examples in future iterations. This situation arises when there are incorrect examples
present in the easiest of the top K video positives, causing our detector to re-train and iteratively
become worse. If we had better methods for model selection, we could also search over the number
of total iterations as a model parameter, which would include the “VideoPosBL” model in our set of
models to select over, as it is essentially our method run for a single iteration.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced an approach for adapting detectors from image to video. To discover examples in the unlabeled video data, we classify tracks instead of bounding boxes, allowing us to leverage temporal continuity to avoid spurious detections, and to discover examples we
would’ve otherwise missed. Furthermore, we introduce a novel self-paced domain adaptation algorithm that allows our detector to iteratively adapt from source to target domain, while also considering target features unique to the target domain. Our formulation is general, and can be applied
to various other problems in domain adaptation. We’ve shown convincing results that illustrate the
benefit of our approach to adapting object detectors to video.
Possible directions for future work could include better methods for model selection. A measure
that would allow us to estimate our performance on the target domain with theoretical guarantees
would be an interesting direction. Another possible direction would be to relax the assumption of
having no labeled target domain examples, and to formulate similar methods for this scenario.
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